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The latest update is 08.2020 1.9K Views Scrum is one of the most popular flexible framework used today, and rightly so because it is widely accepted by both software development teams and non-software. If you want to master the scrum, you need a full understanding of this structure. This comprehensive flexible scrum tutorial is designed to help you delve deeper into several
aspects of Scrum. Below are the topics discussed in this article: Introduction to Agile: What is Agile Development? Flexibility is a thinking, a philosophy more like a way of thinking, a movement focused on communication, team thinking, inner motivation, innovative conversations, flow and value creation in product development. At its core, Agile is a set of action principles that keep
the software development team organized and efficient. Agile began its work when in 2001 a team of software developers gathered in Utah for a weekend of fun and discussion. They have drawn up their views and principles into a document that is easy to understand and apply. Which we call Agile Manifesto.Agile comes in several forms, which means that there are a number of
subsms of agile development. And Scrum is one of. Each emphasizes a slightly different approach within agile, iterative and adaptable Agile philosophy. Let's see how the scrum does it. What is Scrum? In scrum's official manual, the scrum is defined as: The framework in which people can solve complex adaptive problems by delivering products that are as valuable as possible.
Simply put, Scrum is a lightweight, flexible infrastructure that can be used to manage iterative and incremental projects of various types. The concept here is to break down large complex projects into smaller phases, review and adapt along the way. With the struggle you: Write fewer plans and do more in short iterations or cycles, which we call sprintsWork as one dedicated and
dedicated team, instead of working on individual teams to deliver functioning products at the end of each sprintReceive continuous feedback from your customers and improvise your product So, combat is a flexible way of working on any projects in this fast-paced world. But that still leaves a lot of questions about scrum framework. The first step is to delve a little further into the
origins and history of Scrum. The history of ScrumThe term scrum was first presented by two professors Hirotaka Takeuchi and Ikujiro Nonka in 1986 in the Harvard Business Review. There they described it as a rugby-style approach to product development where the team moves forward, passing the ball back and forth. Software developers Ken Schwaber and Jeff Sutherland
came up with their own version of Scrum, they presented at a conference in Austin, Texas, in 1995. In 2010, the first publication of the official guide to the fight was published. Since then, scrum has found use in many areas. Use Use has been used extensively, around the world to: Software development, hardware, embedded software, network of interacting features,
etc.Research and identify viable markets, technologies and product capabilitiesRelease products and enhancements very often Develop and maintain a cloud environment to use the productSustain and update productsNow that we know about the various applications scrum framework let's go ahead and discuss what is really based scrum. The ScrumScrum Theory was based on
empirical process management theory, or empiricism. Empirical control of processes is based on three main ideas: transparency, inspection and adaptation. Transparency allows every aspect of the Scrum process to be observed by all involvedInspection is portrayed through the Scrum board, collecting feedback, etc. The team learns through transparency and inspection and then
adapts, making improvements to the work they do with empirical control of the process, you do not record either the product area or the processes of building it. Instead, you create a small shipped piece of product in short cycles, check what and how you create it and adapt the product and how you build it, with built-in mechanisms for transparency to provide a clear check. In
addition, Scrum added 5 values to the structure that each team member uses to guide decision-making. In the next part of this 'Agile Scrum Tutorial' let's check out what these values are. Scrum ValuesFive values that are the basis for the processes and interactions of the Scrum team are: Focus - Everyone focuses on the work of The Sprint and The Scrum TeamCourage -
Scrum Team members have the courage to do the right thing and work on tough problemsRespect - Scrum team members respect each other to be capable, independent people - People personally commit to achieving Scrum goals all the work and performance problems. that I've used the term Scrum Team many times so far. So, who exactly is the scrum team? What exactly
does a scrum sprint mean? What events are connected to this? Who are the people participating in the Scrum Framework? Let's check this out in the next part of this 'Agile Scrum Tutorial'. The people and parts of Scrum FrameworkThe Scrum Framework consists of three different categories that: Scrum RolesEvents in ScrumScrum ArtifactsLet check out each one. Roles Scrum
There are three different roles identified in Scrum:Product OwnerThe Product Owner is responsible for the work that the team needs to complete. The main role of the product owner is to motivate the team to achieve the goal and vision of the project. The roles and responsibilities of the product owner include: Managing the backlog of product work and ensuring that it is visible,
transparent and understandable, the team has achieved the best goals and The value of the work done and making rational decisionsCollabor with the development team and stakeholdersThe management of the team's economy and active participation in the meetings OfScrum MasterThe Scrum Master ensures that all team members follow the theories, rules and practices of
the scrum. They make sure that the Scrum team has what it takes to complete their work, like removing obstacles that keep progress, organizing meetings, solving problems and bottlenecks. It serves the product owner, the development team and the entire organization. The master's most important responsibilities include: To make sure that the goals and scope of the project are
understood by all involvedRemove obstacles and obstacles that can slow the progress of the TeamGuide team and product owner to improve the effectiveness of their practiceMacy changes to improve the performance of the scrum teamFacilitate Scrum events on request and the needhelps stakeholders and staff understand the scrums of the empirical theory Development
TeamThe Development Team (Scrum Team) is a self-organizing team by working together to deliver groceries. Scrum development teams are given the freedom to organize and manage their own work to maximize the team's efficiency and effectiveness. The roles and responsibilities of the product owner include: Sprint Plan with guidelines from the product owner and scrum
masterPerform sprint performance and adapt the sprint to meet the changing requirements of the userHelp product owner groom the product backlogInspect and adapt the product and processNow that you have an idea of what the scrum and the people involved, its time to learn about the various events that occur during the scrum process. In the next part of this 'Agile Scrum
Tutorial' let's check out what these events are. Events in ScrumIn particular, there are four events that you will encounter during the battle process. But before we go any further, you need to know what a sprint is. Sprint - Sprint scrum is basically a specified period of time during which the Scrum team produces the product. It prioritizes, demonstrates progress, avoids unnecessary
improvements, motivates closure, increases predictability and increases return on investment. Four events or Scrum Framework: Scrum PlanningIt is a meeting that will identify the work that needs to be put on the map and team members. During this meeting, the entire team clearly determines the results for the sprint and assigns the work needed to achieve this goal. This is an
event where you can get answers to the following questions: What can be delivered in this iteration of the sprint? The development team decides on the functionality that needs to be worked on during the sprint. The product owner changes the product backlog accordingly and the goal of the project that Sprint should achieve. The entire scrum team is involved in sprint planning to
understand the work or tasks that need to be performed in Sprint and create a sprint goal. How do you achieve this work? As soon as the entire team agrees on the elements of the product's backlog and sets a goal for Sprint, the development team begins to develop functionality. He does this by designing the system and the work needed to convert the product's backlog into an
Increment work product. By the end of the sprint the development team should be able to explain how it is going to perform the Sprint Goal.Daily ScrumAlso known as standup, this is a 15-minute daily meeting where the team has a chance to get on the same page and put together a strategy for the next 24 hours. The entire daily scrum meeting is based on a discussion of the
three questions listed below: What was done yesterday by the team of the scrum that helped accomplish the sprint goal? What will be done today that will help fulfill the goal of the sprint? Are there obstacles that prevent the team from knocking out the goal of the sprint? Sprit ReviewDuring Sprint Review, the product owner explains that the planned work was and that was not
completed during the sprint. The team then presents the completed work and discuss what went well and how the problems were resolved. Here are some important points related to the review of the scrum: The Sprint Review meeting is held at the end of each sprintIt has no fixed deadlines. It lasts no more than 4 hours during a single month of sprint or may be shorter for shorter
team scrum sprints and stakeholders collaborate and plan the next goal of the Sprint Team doing research on the markets and evaluating the budget, potential opportunities, timing and markets for upcoming releasesThus, with all these factors in mind, the revised product backlog is the result of the end of the Sprint Review Meeting. Sprint retrospective, the team discusses what
went right, what went wrong, and how to improve. They decide how to fix the problems and create an improvement plan that will be made during the next sprint. No matter how good the Scrum team is, there is always room for improvement. A good Scrum team will always focus on the continuous improvement opportunities that are usually discussed in sprint retrospectives
Meeting.To properly understand the scrum, you should be aware of the artifacts that are used in the scrum. In the next part of this 'Agile Scrum Tutorial' let's take a closer look at these artifacts. Scrum ArtifactsArtifacts are just physical records that provide details of the project when developing a product. Scrum Artifacts include:Product BacklogThis is a simple document that
outlines a list of tasks and every requirement the final product needs. It is constantly evolving and is never complete. The product owner manages the backlog of products, including how it is available to the scrum team, its contents and how it is streamlined, all. Product owner and rest of scrum team together to review the backlog of product work and make adjustments as needed.
For every item in product product backlog you should add some additional information, such as:DescriptionOrder based on priorityEstimateValue in businessSprint BacklogIt's list of all the items from the product backlog that need to be worked on during the sprint. Team members subscribe to assignments based on their skills and priorities. This is a real-time picture of the work
that the team is currently planning to complete during the sprint. Here are some important points about the sprint lag: Sprint lag is dynamic in nature, because each sprint scrum has repeated changes to achieve the goalAnd the result of sprint scheduling sessions the development team owns the sprint backlog and divides the task according to their skillsThis is a very visible, real-
time picture of the work that the development team plans to perform Product IncrementThe most important artifact is the improvement of the product , or, in other words, the amount of product completed during the sprint, combined with all the work completed during previous sprints. The important point is that the increment should be able to use regardless of whether the product
owner decides to release it. Well, it covers all the terms that you might come across when working with Scrum Framework. But how does the fight really work? Let's check this out in the next part of this Agile Scrum Tutorial. How does the Scrum process work? The picture below roughly outlines how the sprint works in the scrum. Step1: The Scrum process starts with the product
owner. The product owner creates a backlog of product work, a list of tasks and requirements that the final product needs. An important part is that product backlogs should be a priority. Step2: The scrum team come together to plan the sprint when the team decides together what to work on primarily from the backlog of product work. This subset of elements from the product's
backlog becomes an unfulfilled sprint. Step3: During the sprint the team gathers to report progress and problems, this meeting is called a daily fight. It is controlled by a scrum master who ensures that all team members follow the theories, rules and practices of the scrum. Step 4: At the end of the sprint, the sprint review meeting is organized by the product owner. During the
meeting, the development team demonstrates that they have completed the last sprint. The product owner then gives information about what is left of the product backlog and evaluates the time the project is completed if necessary. Note: At the scrum, at the end of each sprint, the team must have a functioning part of the product to show for its work. Step 5: After the sprint the
scrum group gathers for a retrospective meeting in the sprint where the team discusses what went well, what not and whether they could have done better. Could be restriction deters them or a team member is overwhelmed by tasks. The team decides how to fix these problems and creates an improvement plan that will be adopted during the next sprint. Step6: The cycle repeats
itself for the rest of the product backlog. This continues to be any of the things mentioned below will happen: The deadline has been reached Budget exhausted The product owner is pleased with the final productSo, in a nutshell, that is, how Scrum Framework is used to produce the working part of the product after each sprint. Finding Scrum is a flexible way to work in a rapidly
changing world. With Scrum, you don't create any more work for yourself; You need to be more efficient with your time and work. This brings us to the end of this Agile Scrum tutorial. I've reviewed all the basics that you need to know if you plan to use the scrum methodology. Hope you are clear with everything that has been shared with you in this article. Make sure you're good at
Scrum terminology before you start using it. Do we have a question? Please mention this in the comments section of this Agile Scrum Tutorial and we will be able to contact you as soon as possible. It's possible.
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